
Permission request to carry out a DIY renovation at the following address 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................

I request permission to carry out a DIY renovation in my rental home owned by SATO. By signing this form, I undertake 
to comply with the work instructions provided by the materials supplier(s) and SATO, which SATO’s service manager will 
send to me after approving the renovation. I also undertake to leave the outcome of the DIY renovations I have carried 
out free of charge in the apartment when I move out.
If I carry out the work or have the work carried out in conflict with the above-mentioned work instructions, I undertake 
to cover all and any costs incurred by SATO in rectifying the outcome of the work, removal or undoing work and, if 
necessary, having the work redone.
I understand that I cannot begin any work until SATO’s service manager has confirmed the renovation has been 
approved.

Renovation project and materials used

Painting
You can do the basic painting of the walls without prior notice. Separate approval is required if you plan to e.g.
- paint using a textured finish product 
- do stencilling  
- paint fixtures, such as cupboard doors 
- paint tiling

What kind of painting work would you like to do and in which rooms? 

Wallpapering

Which rooms and surfaces would you like to wallpaper? What kind of wallpaper would you use?

Replacing of fixture doors or pulls/knobs and covering of kitchen splashback with e.g. laminate
Please note that covering fixtures or household appliances with D-C-Fix is forbidden.

What would you like to do? What materials would you use?



Other renovation work

What other renovation work would you like to do? What materials would you use?  

More information:

DIY renovation schedule

................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Work carried out by (if other than the resident)

................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Resident’s signature

Place and date  ......................................................................................................................................................

Signature  ......................................................................................................................................................

Name in print  ......................................................................................................................................................

Resident’s phone number  .......................................................................................................................................................
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